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Purpose of the report and 
summary of key issues: 
 
 


The purpose of the report is to present for information an 
exchange of correspondence between the CCGs and NHS 
England about the review undertaken by NHS England of 
specialised vascular services. 
 
The review was discussed by Governing Bodies on  
17 July 2018 when it was agreed that a letter would be sent to 
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Impact Assessment and Risk Management Issues 
Consideration given and action taken in this report relating to impact assessment and risk 
management issues is detailed below: 
 


() tick as 
appropriate 


Impact area 


 Does this report identify a risk for the CCG? 
 No. 
 Does this report impact on the environment/sustainability of the CCG? 
 No. 
 Does this report have legal implications? 
 No. 
 Are there any resource implications – finance and/or staffing as a result of 


this report? 
 No. 
 Has this report taken into account equality and diversity?  
 No. 
 Does this report impact on Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention 


(QIPP)? 
 No. 
 Has there been any consultation/engagement (patient, public, stakeholder, 


clinical) with regard to the content of the report? 
 No. 
 Are there any clinical quality/patient safety issues identified in this report? 
 No. 
 Does this report impact on any information governance issues? 
 No. 
 Other implications 
 None identified. 
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31 July 2018   
 
Penny Gray 
Assistant Director 
NHSE Specialist Commissioning (Cumbria and the North East) 
  
Sent via email 
 
Dear Penny 
 
NHSE Proposals for the reconfiguration of Vascular Services (North East) 
 
The Governing Bodies in Common meeting for Durham Dales, Easington and 
Sedgefield (DDES) CCG and North Durham CCG recently considered a report on the 
above proposals. This included the North East Vascular Services - Case for Change 
(2014) and the Independent Clinical Review Report Vascular Society of Great Britain 
and Ireland in (2015). 
 
We understand that these proposals are currently being progressed through 
Overview and Scrutiny Committees and that County Durham Health Scrutiny 
Committee is due to consider the proposals again in September 2018. 
 
We recognise the complexity and challenges in taking forward regional proposals 
across a large geography with multiple stakeholders.  As Governing Bodies our focus 
and responsibilities are in relation to the commissioning of non-specialised vascular 
services for the population of County Durham. We note in the proposals that some 
patients currently seen in the University Hospital of North Durham will be seen in City 
Hospitals Sunderland (CHS) for their elective and non-elective surgical procedures 
and subsequent inpatient care.  As these proposals will require changes to the 
services that we commission for our population it is right that we give them due 
consideration.  
 
Following discussion by both Governing Bodies we outline some key points below 
outline for your consideration:  
 







                                         


   


1. Confirmation if draft NICE guidance, published in May 2018 for consultation 
relating to the EVAR procedure, https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/gid-
cgwave0769/documents/html-content will be considered and implemented in the 
proposed vascular hub model delivered in Sunderland. Governing Bodies in 
Common thought that there may be quality issues relating to CHSFT’s significant use 
of the EVAR procedure compared to County Durham and Darlington FT (CDDFT). 
The guidance questioned whether there was a place for the procedure in the 
management of aortic aneurysm surgery.  It was suggested that the case outlined in 
the proposals for vascular services might not have been fully met for re-locating the 
surgery or why it could not be delivered from two locations. It would also be helpful if 
the figures quoted in The Vascular Society’s report related to volume of elective and 
non-elective AAAs should be updated along with information from CHSFT in relation 
to their response to NICE guidance concerning the EVAR procedure. 
 
2. Travel times are given in pages 30 and 31 of the Strategic Clinical Network report 
and page 8 of the Vascular Society report. A query was raised about the accuracy of 
the 1 hour travel time quoted in the documents in relation to County Durham. Beyond 
Consett, for example, the travel distance to James Cook Hospital and City 
Sunderland Hospital would be greater than one hour.  In discussion it was 
acknowledged that depending on the condition of the patient the improved outcome 
from being treated at a specialist centre could deteriorate if there was a long travel 
distance involved.  We would welcome your views and consideration of travel 
distances in relation to patient outcomes. 
 
3. The proposals outline increased efficiencies in relation to staff being available to 
work across Sunderland and Durham in a hub and spoke arrangement.   Are you 
able to clarify what effect the movement of vascular surgeons, together with 
associated support from radiologists, operating theatre staff and ITU staff might have 
in relation to University Hospital of North Durham (UHND)? For example would it 
impact on theatre capacity, other surgical roles undertaken by vascular surgeons at 
UNHD? 
 
We would welcome clarity and assurance on the above points in writing at the 
earliest opportunity. In addition it might also be helpful if a member of the vascular 
clinical team involved in the proposals came to one of our Governing Bodies in 
Common development sessions to update and discuss the proposals.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Dr David Smart     Dr Jonathan Smith 
Clinical Chair North Durham CCG  Clinical Chair DDES CCG 
 
 
 



https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/gid-cgwave0769/documents/html-content

https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/gid-cgwave0769/documents/html-content





                                         


   


CC to:  
Robert Cornall, Regional Director, NHSE Specialised Commissioning (North)  
Julie Turner, Senior Service Specialist, NHSE Specialised Commissioning (Cumbria 
and the North East) 
Michael Houghton, Director of Commissioning and Development, North Durham 
CCG 
Nicola Bailey, Chief Operating Officer, North Durham CCG and DDES CCG 
 








 
 
 
 
 


Safeguarding Adults Annual Report 
September 2017 – September 2018 


 
Section 1 - Introduction 
Section 2 - Leadership and Governance 
Section 3 -   Safeguarding Adult Reviews and Learning Lessons Reviews 
Section 4 - Training 
Section 5 - Key Developments  
Section 6 - Key Objectives for 2018 - 2019 
 
 
Section 1 Introduction 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide North Durham Clinical Commissioning Group 
(NDCCG) and Durham, Dales, Easington and Sedgefield Clinical Commissioning Group 
(DDES CCG) with an overview of the progress and challenges in relation to safeguarding 
adults. The report aims to assure the CCGs that they are fulfilling their statutory requirements 
in relation to safeguarding adults. The team continue to work across NDCCG, DDES and 
Darlington CCGs via a Memorandum of Understanding and the report needs to be 
appreciated in that context. 
 
The majority of the report covers both North Durham CCG and Durham, Dales, Easington and 
Sedgefield CCG areas, where relevant CCG specific information is highlighted.  
 
Section 2 Leadership and Governance 
 
2.1 Team Structure  
 
“Safeguarding Vulnerable People in the Reformed NHS: Accountability and Assurance 
Framework” described the roles and responsibilities of NHS England, CCGs, NHS providers 
and various other bodies in the reformed health system. Revised guidance was published in 
July 2015. The document clearly identifies that the “Designated Professionals’ role is to work 
across the local health system to support other professionals in their agencies on all aspects 
of safeguarding adults. Designated professionals are clinical experts and strategic leaders for 
safeguarding and as such are a vital source of advice and support to health commissioners in 
CCG. 
 
Statutory guidance clearly outlines the contractual arrangements for securing the necessary 
safeguarding expertise. The CCGs to date have secured the expertise of the following 
safeguarding professionals: 


 
• Director of Nursing and Quality 
• Designated Nurse Adult Safeguarding who works across three CCG’s (Darlington, 


North Durham (ND) and Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield (DDES) 
• Safeguarding Adults Leads (3 WTE) who also work the three CCGs. One Lead due to 


retire and return to 2.5 days per week at the beginning of October, leaving 2.5 days 
vacant 


• NDCCG Named GP Safeguarding Adults -two sessions per week  







 
 


• DDES CCG Medical Director has safeguarding adults responsibility incorporated into 
their role. 


 
Table below indicates the current safeguarding adult team dedicated hours resourced per 
week for North Durham and DDES CCG 


 
  North Durham  DDES Darlington 
AREA Contracted 


WTE 
WTE WTE WTE 


DESIGNATED 
NURSE 


1.00 0.37 0.48 0.15 


SAFEGAURDING 
LEADS 


3.00 1.12 1.43 0.45 


 
2.2 Contribution to multi-agency partnerships 
 
The Designated Nurse is the CCG lead representative for the Multi-Agency Public Protection 
Arrangements (MAPPA) Strategic Management Board and the PREVENT Silver Command 
Board thereby offering assurance that the CCGs are up to date in regard of associated 
activity and developments. 
 
The Director of Nursing has continued in her role as CCG executive lead for the Local 
Safeguarding Adult Board (SAB). The Designated Nurse also attends both the SAB and 
associated subgroups, chairing the Learning and Improvement group. The Designated Nurse 
continues to attend the board on behalf of NEAS as per MoU with the Director of Nursing 
attending on behalf of NHS England. 
 
2.3 Safeguarding Adults Board (SAB) and associated subgroups 
 
Safeguarding Adults Board  
 
The CCG has continued to attend the board and has contributed to all associated 
consultations. The SAB was subject to a Local Government  Association Peer Review 
between the 13th and 15th March. The peer review team concluded that “the SAB is in a 
strong position with positive working relationships and professional and respectful challenge 
when needed”. Areas for development included: 
 


• Improved performance reporting into SAB – work around wider partnerships reporting 
is ongoing 
 


• SAB to explore the low number of Safeguarding Adult Reviews (SARS) – since the 
review the number of SARS for consideration has increased 
 


• Making safeguarding Personal (MSP) to be rebranded 
 
Learning and Improvement Group 
 
This is a newly formatted subgroup which has three overall objectives: 
 


• Identify learning from local, regional and national Safeguarding Adult Reviews (SARs) 
to inform improved practice 
 


• Development of innovative approaches to training across the partnership 
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• Devise processes to effectively capture and evaluate training  
 


One of the key issues for the CCG within this group is succession planning for safeguarding 
specialist roles. NHS England is also concerned about this and are about to start a piece of 
work to look at the regional and local concerns. 
 
Performance and Quality Group 
 
The Designated Nurse is working within the group to improve reporting from our provider 
trusts. Information from QRGs is to be considered going forward as this will provide more 
detail around trust safeguarding activity. 
 
Practice and Implementation Group 
 
The multi-agency policy and procedures are currently being revised to reflect: 
 


• Prevention and Early Intervention is considered at each stage supportive of the SAB 
Strategic Plan 2018 -2021 
 


• Consideration to the connectivity to wider partnerships such as the Health and 
Wellbeing Board, Safe Durham Partnership and Area Action Partnership in relation to a 
prevention agenda 
 


• Identification of any training need or requirements to jointly commission training is 
reported to the Learning and Improvement Group 


 
2.4 Local Quality Requirements 
 
The Designated Nurses for safeguarding children and adults have been involved in the 
development of the local quality requirements for the 2018/2019 contracts. Local Quality 
Requirements (LQRs) have been set for local trust providers and are monitored via 
safeguarding reports presented to the trust Quality Review Groups (QRGs). A further meeting 
with the relevant Associate Director takes place if specific concerns are highlighted. The 
Designated Nurses feel this is still not a robust enough approach, with some areas remaining 
unreported. Therefore a meeting has been set up to discuss a dashboard approach for all 
aspects of safeguarding. Work is ongoing regarding LQRs for smaller providers. 
 
The Designated Nurses are members of the respective Quality Review Groups and attend 
wherever possible. Where attendance has not been possible the Designated Nurses have 
reviewed the safeguarding papers, raising any matters of concern, matters for clarification, or 
matters that need to be added to agendas with the Director of Nursing. 
 
Alongside CCG clinical professionals and NECS colleagues members of the Safeguarding 
Adults team attend and contribute to Commissioner Assurance Visits (CAVs). These visits to 
provider organisations allow the CCG to gain assurance through the testing of internal 
safeguarding adult arrangements, ensuring policies and procedures are understood and 
implemented by frontline staff delivering care and treatment to patients. A key theme for 
safeguarding learning is in relation to the Mental Capacity Act.  
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Section 3 Safeguarding Adult Reviews and Learning Lessons reviews  
 
3.1 Safeguarding Adults/Learning Lessons Reviews  
 
S.44 of the Care Act 2014 instructs SABs to undertake Safeguarding Adult Reviews if criteria 
are met whether an adult with care and support has died or not, the SAB are also free to 
arrange for a SAR in any other situations involving an adult in its area with needs for care and 
support. 
 
Currently there 2 agreed cases to be undertaken as Learning Lessons/Safeguarding Adult 
Reviews. The Care Act 2014 and accompanying guidance allows for flexibility for the models 
undertaken. For both cases the panel is awaiting more information from the respective 
providers.  
 
Case A – (DDES) Involves a man who died in a house fire, a range of agencies were 
involved. The SAR Panel felt there would be value from exploring this case in relation to 
certain areas of prevention in the future. 
 
Case B – (DDES) A LeDeR first stage review was undertaken and referred onto the SAB. It 
was agreed this case did not meet the criteria in the fullest sense but the panel felt there 
would be value in undertaking a learning lessons review. 
 
Three other DDES cases are currently pending a decision as to whether to progress. Further 
information from providers has been requested. 
 
Section 4 Training 
 
4.1 Protected Learning Time sessions 
 
During the period September to February the team has delivered the following PLT and 
safeguarding leads training. 
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TRAINING EVENT  DATE / VENUE NUMBERS  
PLT Session (DDES – Easington)  
(Clinical Session – Level 3) 
Safeguarding Awareness :- MCA / Stay 
Safe / Coroners Update) 
 


25 October 2017 
The Glebe Centre 
Murton    SR7 9BX 


 
 
27 


PLT Session (DDES – Durham Dales)  
(Admin Session – Level 2) 
Safeguarding Awareness:-   
(MCA /Stay Safe /Coroners Update) 
 
(Clinical Session – Level 3) 
(Case Studies for GPs) 
 


15 November 2017 
Redworth Hall Hotel 
Newton Aycliffe   DL5 6NL 
 


 
 
 
97 (Admin) 
 
 
 
108 (Clinical) 


PLT Session  (DDES (Sedgefield)  
(Clinical Session only – Level 3) 
 


22 November 2017 
Hardwick Hall Hotel 
Sedgefield     TS21 2EH 
 


 
35 


PLT Session  (North Durham) 
(Clinical Session only – Level 3) 
 


18 January 2018 
Derwent Manor Hotel, Allensford 
Northumberland    DH8 9BB 
 


 
41 


DDES and North Durham CCGs 
‘In-Common’ Governing Bodies 
Development Session  
 


17 April 2018 
Boardroom, Appleton House 


19 


Practice Leads Development Sessions 
 


6 June 2018 (North) 
Durham Indoor Bowling Club 
 


18 


Darlington CCG 
PLT Session  
 


13 June 2018 
Morton Park Rugby Club 
 


Level 2:    71 
Level 3:    77 


North Durham CCG PLT Session 
(Admin and Clinical) 
(Durham and Chester le Street) 


19 July 2018 
The Emirates Cricket Club 
Riverside, Chester le Street 


 
Level 2:    80 
Level 3:  105 


 
Section 5 Key Developments 
 
5.1 Adult Safeguarding: Roles and Competencies for Health Care Staff (intercollegiate 
document August 2018) 
 
The above document has been published as guidance by the Royal College of Nursing 
following consultations with key royal colleges including the Royal College of General 
Practitioners. The guidance sets out minimum training requirements for various staff groups 
working across the health sector. The document states that “the education and training 
principles are set out, highlighting flexible learning opportunities to enable acquisition and 
maintenance of knowledge and skills. Where overlap occurs, e.g. with child safeguarding 
training this can be taken into consideration when documenting the training undertaken”. 
Local and regional discussions will commence shortly to decide how best to take forward the 
recommendations within the document. 
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5.2 NHS England “System Wide Safeguarding Peer reflection and Review” 2018 
 
In order to support and inform reflection and review NHSE and designated nurses have 
developed the above framework. In essence it encourages health commissioners to consider 
their system role and impact and how this can be evidenced in terms of 
assurance/compliance with statutory and in terms of commissioned services regulatory 
requirements.  
 
The framework consists of five specific areas: 
 


• Strategic Leadership 
• Statutory Legislation and guidance  
• System Governance 
• Learning lessons and evidencing impact  
• Improving Quality and Outcomes making Safeguarding Personal 


 
In relation to these five specific areas four explicit questions are posed of which a response 
including evidence must be provided. These questions are repeated under each area and 
focus on; any gaps, what is and isn’t working well from a health perspective and are there any 
opportunities for development or key learning points. 
 
The above was completed with child safeguarding designated colleagues and presented to 
NHSE and regional colleagues at the Designated Nurses forum in July. There was 
consistency across the region in relation to the issues raised. NHSE will collate and discuss at 
the next regional meeting in September.   
 
5.3 PREVENT 
 
Information around Prevent data from provider trust organisations in non-priority areas from 
Q3 2017/18 onwards is now reported via the electronic Unify 2 system. NHS England are 
closely monitoring our local providers for a training compliance target of 85% of all staff who 
have been identified by the organisation as requiring training. At the end of Quarter 4 TEWV, 
CDDFT and NEAS all achieved the 85% target. Close monitoring continues this year. 
 
5.4 Adult Safeguarding Team operational activity 
 
During the period September 2017 to September 2018 the team have attended: 
 


• 41 strategy meetings (see below) about 39 clients 
 


• Multi-agency information sharing meetings 
 


• 21 executive strategy meetings about 14 establishments. Key issues in relation to this 
work are provided to the confidential section of the Joint Quality Committee 


 
A member of the team represents the CCG at executive strategy meetings. The aim of which 
is to address serious/multiple concerns about care home providers/establishments. Concerns 
are raised through safeguarding teams and /or local authority contract teams. 
 
The role of the CCG safeguarding team in executive strategy is:  
 


• to provide expert professional advice, guidance and decision making in relation to NHS 
commissioned services 
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• to share information and intelligence about a care provider to inform the investigatory 
process 


 
• to contribute and agree an integrated multiagency action plan to drive forward 


improvements, and monitor this through the executive strategy  
 


• to ensure effective liaison with the LA, CQC and care provider, providing clarity to 
actions, expectations and outcomes 


 
• to work collaboratively with local authority commissioners to ensure a joined-up 


approach to quality assurance and service improvement 
 


• to provide progress updates to the CCG as part of the CCG internal governance 
processes 


 
Work is also ongoing with the local authority and Continuing Healthcare Team to ensure the 
safeguarding team are notified of all cases where there is primary care involvement or a CCG 
commissioned services. 
 
5.5 Mental Capacity Act/Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS) 
 
Since the Cheshire West judgement in March 2014 the DoLS process has been problematic 
across several areas of the country, as many local authorities have struggled to cope with the 
huge demand on resources, resulting in back logs and authorisations not being completed 
within designated timescales. The government have subsequently deemed DoLS not fit for 
purpose. The Law Commission were tasked to come up with an alternative, more 
manageable process and a new Bill to replace DoLS, the ‘Liberty Protection Safeguards’ 
(LPS) is currently going through parliamentary process and had its second reading in 
parliament on 16th July 2018. It is anticipated to take 9 months to go through Parliament with 
a further run on implementation time of 12 months. Therefore the new Liberty Protection 
safeguards could be in force as early as March 2020. 
 
Currently the local authority as the supervisory body authorises all Deprivations of Liberty in 
hospitals and care homes. When the LPS scheme comes into force responsibility for 
authorisations will shift back to the commissioning body which will mean hospitals, CCGs, 
care homes and local authorities will each have to take on the responsibility for identifying, 
assessing, authorising and monitoring the LPS when they are commissioning the package of 
care.  
 
Initial discussions indicate that when LPS are being implemented the CCG will need to 
consider: 
 


• Training staff on the changes in legal responsibility and process. 
 


•  Establishing supervisory body arrangements. 
 


• Recruit and train approved mental capacity professionals (AMCPs) to act on their 
behalf when there are objections to the LPS. 
 


• Have appropriate administrative support in place to manage the identification of LPS. 
 


• Keep a record of when they were authorised and when reviews need to be carried out. 
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• Keep copies of assessments and authorisation record and date and liaise with other 
agencies should responsibility for the LPS change, this could happen when individuals 
are deemed no longer eligible for CHC funding and responsibility for their care 
package switches back to the local authority as commissioner. 


 
In terms of the above, if the new Bill stays as it is without amendment, those people living in 
their own homes with fully funded CHC care packages and deemed as being deprived of their 
liberty under the new LPS, which, will apply to all settings, will no longer require a court 
application, but will require the authorisation to be sought directly from the CCG. An update 
on the LPS scheme has been provided to the management executive committee. However 
until this comes into force, current legislation stands and court authorisations are still required. 
CCG funding has been agreed to take forward the current requirements. A detailed scoping 
exercise of potential cases was delayed due to lack of information from the CHC team, this 
has now been completed and discussions are ongoing as to how this is to be best achieved. 
 
The NHS England Safeguarding Mental Capacity Act subgroup will play a pivotal role in 
moving the LPS forward. Locally and regionally Designated Nurses will work together and 
with relevant partners to establish consistency in practice across the region wherever 
possible. Updates are given around this work at the regional Designated Nurses forum and 
will be provided to the relevant CCG meetings as work progresses.   
 
5.6 LeDeR Reviews 
 
The Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (LeDeR) Programme aims to make improvements 
to the lives of people with learning disabilities. It clarifies any potentially modifiable factors 
associated with a person's death, and works to ensure that these are not repeated elsewhere.  
The team have continued to undertake LeDeR reviews on behalf of both CCGs and ensure 
any associated safeguarding concerns are raised through local safeguarding procedures. 
Refined processes involving notification to the SAB review process when relevant have been 
developed and will be monitored to ensure the pathway is effective. 
 
Section 6 Key Objectives for 2018 - 2019 
 
The following are developments or extensions of areas of work for the coming year: 
 


• To take forward recommendations from the SAB peer review 
 


• To work with local and regional colleagues to implement the intercollegiate document 
 


• To improve reporting around the safeguarding LQRs from all providers   
 


• NHS England “System Wide Safeguarding Peer Reflection and Review” 
recommendations to be implemented 


 
• An audit of involvement of the safeguarding team in relation to health related 


safeguarding incidents is to be completed by the end of April 2019 
 


• To ensure lessons learned from safeguarding and lessons learned reviews are 
appropriately disseminated 


 
• Further work to be taken to ensure the Judicial DOLS are addressed 
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Summary 
 
The safeguarding team has undertaken a comprehensive programme of work in relation to 
safeguarding which has enabled the CCGs to demonstrate compliance with their statutory 
duties and responsibilities.  
 
The following is stated on the corporate risk register. Mitigated actions are in place and have 
been monitored during 2018/19: 
 


• Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS) process in relation to CHC-funded patients 
living in their own home. Reflecting Changes to DoLS, March 2014 Supreme Court 
ruling “Cheshire West” and the proposed changes to legislation published by the Law 
Commission. 
 


Author:  Sue Nuttall, Designated Nurse Safeguarding Adults 
 
Sponsor:  Gill Findley Director of Nursing and Quality  
 
Date:   September 2018 
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Summary of Complaint Activity  


for Clinical Commissioning Groups 
1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018 


 


1 Purpose of Report 
 
The NHS North of England Commissioning Support Unit (NECS) provides complaints 
management to Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG) across the North East and 
North Cumbria as part of the Clinical Quality Service. 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of complaints and concerns about 
the CCGs which have been managed by or reported to the NECS Complaints Team 
during the period 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018.   
 
For the purpose of benchmarking, transparency and lessons learned, the report 
includes data relating to the CCGs which NECS manages complaints on behalf of. 
The report also provides a summary of service improvements identified as a result of 
investigations and within the complaints handling process. 
 
It should be noted that this report provides a breakdown only for complaints which 
relate directly to the CCGs. Although complaints/concerns about services 
commissioned by the CCGs can be made via the commissioning organisation, the 
majority of complaints regarding provider organisations are made direct with the 
service provider.  Provider complaints received by the CCGs or the Complaints 
Team are normally referred to the service provider for initial investigation. 
 
Complaint reports from provider organisations which detail trends, themes and 
lessons learned relating to their services are reviewed as part of the Clinical Quality 
Review Group for that provider. 
 


2 Complaint activity 
 
2.1 Performance Against Key Performance Indicators 
 
All cases handled in the year on behalf of the CCGs were acknowledged within three 
working days in line with the requirement of the National Health Service Complaints 
(England) Regulations 2009.  All formal CCG complaints were managed in line with 
the agreed complaint plan.  Responses were reviewed and approved by the CCG 
prior to sharing with the complainant and, where an extension to the timescale for 
responding to a complaint was required, this was agreed with the parties involved. 
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2.2 Overall Activity 
 
A total of 668 new complaints/concerns were received in the year; in addition, a 
number of cases were also reopened in the reporting period.   
 
The chart below shows the month-on-month activity of the Complaints Team over the 
previous 12 month period; this takes into account cases which were brought forward 
from the previous month, received (opened) or closed during the month and those 
which were reopened/reclosed. It should be noted that this chart relates to all case 
types ie cases relating to CCGs, NECS and other organisations. 
 


 
 
2.3 Grade of Cases 
 
A breakdown of the cases by grade is shown in the table below. 
 


CCG cases in reporting 
period 


Formal complaint 
ie handled in line with the NHS Complaints Procedure 


Managed under other process 
eg advice, informal concern, MP enquiry 


2017 to 2018 2016 to 2017 2017 to 2018 2016 to 2017 


Darlington 6 9 7 1 


DDES 15 18 13 5 


HaST 23 15 12 10 


Newcastle Gateshead  39 44 29 34 


North Cumbria 21 44* 13 21* 


North Durham 10 32 13 12 


North Tyneside 15 11 14 9 


Northumberland 5 5 15 7 


South Tees 20 17 17 8 


South Tyneside 4 14 8 4 


Sunderland 4 10 7 14 
* 2016/17 activity figures relate to the former NHS Cumbria CCG, predecessor of NHS North Cumbria CCG 
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2.4 Carried forward from previous year and reopened in year 
 
This table shows the CCG cases which remained ongoing as at 31 March 2017 and 
those which were reopened in the year as a result of enquirer/complainants with 
outstanding issues following closure of their complaint.   
 


CCG  
Number carried forward from 


previous year 
Number reopened in year 


Darlington 0 1 


DDES 1 4 


HaST 4 11 


Newcastle Gateshead  5 13 


North Cumbria 0 7 


North Durham 3 3 


North Tyneside 1 0 


Northumberland 1 2 


South Tees 1 5 


South Tyneside 2 2 


Sunderland 3 1 


 
2.5 Categories of Cases 
 
The CCG-led complaints/concerns received in the year were categorised as follows. 
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Attitude of staff 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 


Commissioning – Diabetes 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 7 


Commissioning – Medicines 1 3 1 6 1 0 3 2 0 0 0 17 


Commissioning – Mental health 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 0 1 9 


Commissioning – MSK 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 7 


Commissioning – OOH 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 6 


Commissioning – Pain 
management service 


0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 


Commissioning – Primary care 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 7 


Commissioning – Respite care 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 


Commissioning decision other 0 3 0 0 2 1 3 3 1 1 2 16 


Communication/information to 
patients/public 


0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 


Continuing Healthcare – current 
cases 


3 10 6 16 5 2 4 0 5 3 2 56 


Continuing Healthcare – restitution 2 4 18 30 2 5 0 3 15 0 0 79 


Contracting process/contract 
management 


1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 6 


Individual Funding Request (IFR) 
process/decision 


2 3 2 3 2 4 1 2 3 5 1 28 


Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 


Patient transport commissioning 3 2 1 2 0 7 2 3 1 1 2 24 


Personal health budgets 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 


Value based clinical commissioning 
policy/criteria 


0 0 0 5 1 3 6 4 1 0 1 21 


CCG total 13 28 35 68 34 23 29 20 37 12 11 310 
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The graph below demonstrates the categories of complaint/concern by CCG. 
  


 
 
2.6 Outcomes  
 
The outcomes of the formal CCG-led complaints closed in the year were as follows. 
 


CCG  


Number and % of formal complaints 


Complaint 
withdrawn 


Not upheld 
Partially 
upheld 


Upheld 


Darlington 0 - 2 40 2 40 1 20 


DDES 0 - 6 40 5 33 4 26.6 


HaST 5 22.7 8 36.3 6 27 3 13.6 


Newcastle Gateshead  6 13.9 18 41.8 11 25.5 8 18.6 


North Cumbria  3 15 9 45 5 25 3 15 


North Durham 1 8.3 4 33.3 3 25 4 33.3 


North Tyneside 0 - 12 85.7 2 14.2 0 - 


Northumberland 1 16.6 3 50 2 33.3 0 - 


South Tees 4 23.5 3 17.7 7 41.1 3 17.6 


South Tyneside 1 25 0 - 1 25 2 50 


Sunderland 0 - 4 66.6 2 33.3 0 - 
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2.7 Stage 2 of the NHS Complaints Procedure/Ombudsman 
 
Where a complainant remains dissatisfied following local resolution of their complaint, 
they may request the involvement of the Parliamentary and Health Services 
Ombudsman (PHSO) or Local Government Ombudsman (LGO) as the second stage 
of the process.  During the reporting period, the NECS Complaints Team received 
contacts from officers at the PHSO or LGO regarding 44 cases.  Of these, 15 
progressed to investigation by the Ombudsman and the outcomes by CCG are 
shown below. 
 


CCG  


Outcome following Ombudsman investigation Outcome 
awaited as at 


31 March 
2018 


Upheld Partially Upheld Not Upheld 


Darlington - - - - 


DDES - - - - 


HaST - - 1 - 


Newcastle Gateshead  1 1 2 1 


North Cumbria (inc 


former Cumbria CCG) 
- 1 1 


- 


North Durham - -  1 


North Tyneside - - - 1 


Northumberland - 1 - 1 


South Tees 1 - -  


South Tyneside - 2 - - 


Sunderland - - - - 


 
4 Themes in Complaints Received 
 
The key themes identified in complaints/concerns across all CCGs are as follows: 
  


 Continuing Healthcare (CHC) funding decisions and processes – This was 
the subject most frequently reported in all CCG complaints and concerns.  The 
key themes identified were challenges to CHC funding decisions (particularly 
restitution claims), delays regarding the CHC review and disputes/delays 
regarding payments  


 Individual Funding Request (IFR) process/decisions and Value based 
clinical commissioning policy (VBCCP) and eligibility criteria – This was a 
further theme involving patients challenging the outcome of IFRs submitted by the 
referring clinician or eligibility criteria for access to treatment outline in the 
VBCCP.  In response, patients were provided with advice letters clarifying the 
rationale for the eligibility criteria along with advice on the next steps in the 
process 


 Access to patient transport - Another theme identified across CCGs was the 
eligibility criteria and booking process for the NHS Patient Transport Service 
(PTS)  


 Commissioning decisions – Concerns were raised about the commissioning of 
a variety of services, for example, CCG decisions which resulted in changes to 
services. The most frequently raised subjects were access to specific of 
medications on NHS prescription, the pain management service (in North 
Cumbria) and mental health services 
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5 Continuous Improvement 
 
5.1 Recommendations and service improvements from Complaints 


Investigations 
 
Examples of recommendations and service improvements from complaint 
investigations concluded in the year are as follows: 
 
Continuing Healthcare 


 Current cases - Improvements have been identified and/or introduced with regard 
to: communication with patients/representatives;  CCG responsibilities in relation 
to case management of CHC funded patients; continuity of cases during staff 
absence; recruitment of staff to provide capacity to manage the backlog of cases; 
review of process for ordering equipment to reduce delays and improve 
communication; transfer of CHC funded patients between CCGs 


 Restitution process – Improvements have been made to strengthen 
communication with claimants such as automated responses to emails and the 
introduction of performance measure with regard to responding to queries.   


 
Where NECS provides a CHC service on behalf of a CCG, service improvement and 
transformation plans have been developed supporting the above points which are in 
the implementation phase.   
 
Individual Funding Requests  


 Systems have been reinforced to ensure that the correct outcomes/decisions are 
included in correspondence. The term 'and/or replacement' has been removed 
from the IFR system and replaced with 'breast implant removal'. 


 
Commissioning of services 


 A review is to take place of aspects of out of hours services 


 The CCG is to make arrangements to ensure that clients of the counselling 
service are made aware of criteria which might impact on access to care should 
they move outside of the CCG area eg students 


 Joint working will take place across the North East and Cumbria to prevent local 
discrepancies in the prescribing of PDE-5 inhibitors for post radical prostatectomy  


 Communication to take place with GP practices to advise that in exceptional 
circumstances, patients may continue on Nefopam 


 Improvements will be made to communication with families regarding 
arrangements during long term staff sickness  


 A review will take place of the pathway for Cognitive Analytic Therapy (CAT) to 
ensure patients receive the most appropriate/timely service for their needs 


 
Access to patient transport  


 Changes have been made to the contract to between NEAS the CCG to provide 
appropriate transport to patients between 1am and 9am 


 Measure have been introduced to ensure that call handlers within the Patient 
Transport Booking Team (PTAT) take a patient's individual circumstances into 
account in determining whether to approve an escort to accompany the patient on 
the ambulance 
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 PTAT staff have been reminded of the contact details for the Complaints Team 
and volunteer driver services in order that these can be shared with callers as 
required 


 
5.2 Complaints Process 
 
A number of internal and outward facing improvements have been introduced within 
the complaints process during the year by the Complaints Team.  Examples are 
shown below. 
 


 Guidance notes for investigating officers - Review and refresh of guidance 
notes for investigating officers, including comments from engagement with CHC 
investigating officers 


 Interface between MP enquiries and complaints processes - Review and 
revision of the process for managing MP enquiries which contain a complaint 
about an individual’s care/funding 


 Complaints form - Development of a template for use by complainants in 
providing details of their complaint.  This will be made available via CCG/NECS 
websites.  The views of CCG patient participation group members were sought 
in development the form and process 


 Management of cases relating to Individual Funding Requests (IFR) - 
Update to the process for managing concerns relating to IFRs and eligibility 
criteria 


 Service improvement tracking process - Development and introduction of a 
process for tracking implementation of recommendations identified in 
upheld/partially upheld formal complaints 


 Website review - Review of CCG/NECS website content regarding complaints 
 
 
Author 
Katharine Humby 
Senior Clinical Quality Officer (Complaints) 
North of England Commissioning Support Unit 
 
Approved by 
Khalid Azam 
Head of Clinical Services  
North of England Commissioning Support Unit 
 
26 April 2018 
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Impact Assessment and Risk Management Issues 
 


() Impact area 
 Does this report identify a risk for the CCGs? 


 The report supports the proactive management of the delivery progress and 
supports resource and risk management. 


 Does this report impact on the environment/sustainability of the CCG? 
 No. 
 Does this report have legal implications? 
 No. 
 Are there any resource implications – finance and/or staffing as a result of 


this report 
 Implementation of an agreed process for managing delivery will support resource 


allocation. 
 Has this report taken into account equality and diversity? 
 No. 
 Does this report impact on Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention 


(QIPP) 
 Interface with QIPP reporting mechanisms being further explored. 
 Has there been any consultation/engagement (patient, public, stakeholder, 


clinical) with regard to the content of the report? 
 No. 
 Are there any clinical quality/patient safety issues identified in this report? 
 No. 
 Does this report impact on any information governance issues? 
 No. 
 Other implications 
 None identified. 
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DELIVERY PLAN UPDATE 
AUGUST 2018 


 
1. Background 


 
1.1 Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) have responsibility to deliver Better Health for 


the People for their respective local populations. In order to do this, Executives in 
Common have a key role in seeking assurance to ensure their key deliverables are 
being achieved. 


 
1.2 The delivery plan report seeks to highlight key activity from across all areas within the 


CCGs and provide assurance to Executives in Common. The report is supported by a 
visual composite dashboard providing an ‘at a glance’ subjective view across the CCG 
areas of work and also allows access to specific detailed information behind each area. 


 
2. Criteria used to determine CCG rating 


 
2.1 The Delivery Dashboard, Appendix 1, shows the overall CCG performance. This is 


made up of a series of ‘Roundels’ which are colour coded red, amber and green. 
These indicate the current status of each delivery area. 


 
2.2 The arrow in the centre of the roundel highlights the direction of travel and the colour 


denotes the previously reported RAG status. The colour of the circle around the arrow 
denotes the currently reported RAG status. 


 
2.3 The overall rating is compiled using an average of the associated section’s 


performance. 
 
2.4 The CCG Delivery Dashboard report has four sections; Corporate, Planning and 


Performance, Enablers and Quality.  A summary update of the key delivery areas is 
as follows: 


 
2.4.1 Corporate updates and successes 


 
• Organisational Development (OD) Plan: The plan has been updated and is 


going through the CCG governance process.  The Corporate Team 
development should conclude by October/November which will help to 
strengthen a collaborative approach to corporate services delivery and will give 
people an opportunity to work together more often. 


 
• Business Continuity: Business Continuity testing is likely to involve more than 


one CCG going forward and the CCGs are working with North of England 
Commissioning Support (NECS) on this new approach. DDES CCG and North 
Durham CCG are among the first CCGs to have adopted the newly 
recommended format of the Business Continuity plan along with assessment 
templates. 
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• Governance: The Information Governance policies and strategies for each CCG 
have been updated in line with g e n e r a l  d a t a  a n d  p r o t e c t i o n  
r e g u l a t i o n  ( GDPR) requirements and will be presented to Executive in 
Common (EiC) on 28 August 2018. 


 
The CCG Information Asset Registers are under development and will be 
presented to a future Executives in Common for approval. 


 
• Improvement and Assessment Framework (IAF): IAF updates will be 


prepared in September 2018 for submission to Governing Bodies for 
approval by November 2018. This will outline how the CCGs are performing 
against other providers and the national averages. 


 
• Risk: Risks continue to be monitored by their owners. There is one corporate 


risk relating to the achievement of constitutional standards. The score relating 
to the risk in achievement of financial balance has been reduced to amber but 
continues to be closely monitored. 


 
• Public Patient Carer Engagement (PPCE): Rheumatology engagement has 


been launched through trust partners. The Director of Commissioning 
attended Patient Reference Group (PRG) meetings for both CCGs to discuss 
Secondary Care issues. 


 
2.4.2 Planning and Performance successes 


 
• Finance: 2017/18 planned surplus delivered. Balanced financial plan agreed for 


2018/19 with no significant issues identified to date. 
 


• Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Performance (QIPP): First QIPP report 
using a standardised format was submitted to Executives in Common with 
schemes on track. The new Director led Joint Programme Board established with 
County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust (CDDFT) to oversee joint 
work plan, focused on 6 specialities with significant operational pressures; 


o Dermatology 
o Ophthalmology 
o Colorectal 
o Orthopaedics 
o Paediatric Poorly Child pathway 
o Rheumatology 


 
• Planning: N/A 


 
• Performance: Red ratings for A&E waits and cancer 62 days.  New ambulance 


response standards reported from April 2018 with North East Ambulance 
Services NHS Foundation Trust (NEAS) reporting good performance overall. 
Full details are included in the CCGs’ performance report. 


 
2.4.3 Enabler updates and successes 


 
• Estates: Tees, Esk and Wear Valleys NHS Foundation Trust (TEWV) Autism 


Assessment service went live on 1 August 2018 at Stanley Primary Care Centre 
after a successful move into the property. 
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Work continues to assess the potential for further property disposals – a focus of 
attention at present is central Durham with the expected increase in student 
numbers due to have an impact on primary care services as well as the community 
contract and what facilities CDDFT expect to operate out of. 
 
Sedgefield Community Hospital – further updates have been requested from NHS 
Property Services. The previous update suggested that the variation for work had 
been submitted to the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) Company and that it then 
needed Board approval due to a change of use and the value exceeding £50K. 
N H S  Property Services have requested in the meantime that Clugstons get 
further quotes so that value for money can be ensured. 


 
Shotley Bridge Hospital Project – Patient Reference Groups (PRGs) will be updated 
shortly on project progress as well as the health Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
(OSC) in September 2018. Governing Bodies are being given a project update in 
August 2018 and a meeting will take place with NHS Property Services early in 
September 2018 to clarify costs. 


 
• Digital: MIG (medical interoperability gateway) Sharing Agreements need to be 


renewed by all practices.  Currently three North Durham Practices are having 
issues which are being addressed. All DDES practices have now signed the 
agreements. 


 
• Communications: Ongoing support to primary care services and rheumatology 


projects. 
Currently developing communications and engagement support to Breast 
Services project (across the five Darlington, Durham and Tees CCGs).  
A Governing Bodies Development Session held in August 2018 received a 
session on social media. Support was provided to the mental health/learning 
disabilities Accountable Care Partnership (ACP) across the five CCGs. Progress 
has been made in updating and the launch of new North Durham website. 


 
2.4.4 Quality updates and successes 


 
• Secondary Care: TEWV are showing as slightly above the national expected 


standard for DTOC: Rate per occupied bed days at 4.8% against and expected 
target of 3.5%. TEWV are not showing as outliers in any other area on the latest 
NHS Dashboard. 


 
• Care Homes: There are two care homes and one supported living establishment at 


executive strategy working to action plans .Meetings are held to monitor completion 
of action plans. 


 
• Primary Care: The number of North Durham and DDES practices with four or 


more red indicators on the latest NHS England (North East and Cumbria) primary 
care assurance data received: 5 in North Durham and 4 in DDES. NHSE Primary 
Care Webtool has now been redesigned. DDES and North Durham practices are 
above both the national and north averages for % of practices that are high 
achieving or achieving. There is 1 DDES practice with a review identified and 1 
North approaching a review this quarter. 


 
• Safeguarding: 10 Serious Case Reviews Durham, 2 New Cases Referred, 2 
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Serious case Review Out of Area (Durham), 1 MAPPA Serious Case Review 
Durham. 2 Complex Abuse Cases, Impacting on this is Darlington 1 Serious 
Case Review, 1 Learning Lesson Review. 
Time scales are being met for these reviews however this does have an impact on 
other core business of the two Designated Nurses. 


 
9th July to 30th July 2018 Joint Targeted Area Inspection (JTAI). No rating 
but letter of findings will identify strengths and areas for development. 
Publication expected 24 August. Action plan returned 3rd December, Media 
strategy developed. 


 
• SEND: No update 


 
The Work Plan Performance Dashboard, also in Appendix 1, provides a project RAG 
status and an update on progress to date. The report also provides an update on 
pipeline projects and any projects with identified significant organisational risks. 


 
 
 
3 Exceptions Report 


 
3.1 The Delivery Plan Exceptions Report is detailed in Appendix 2. The projects listed in 


this report have one or more of the following attributes: 
 


• The project’s delivery status has been rated as either ‘amber’ or ‘red’; 
• The risk of the project being delayed has been rated as either ‘medium’ or ‘high’; 
• The project manager has identified a ‘high’ or ‘extreme’ organisational risk. 


 
3.2 Work has taken place to ensure that information that Project Leads enter into their 


Exceptions Tab on individual Delivery Reports is appropriately tracking through to the 
Exceptions Reports that then appear in Appendix 2. Project Leads have been asked 
to ensure that Exceptions Tabs are being completed where relevant each month. 


 
4 Recommendations 


 
 
4.1 Members of the Governing Bodies are asked to: 


 
 


• consider the content of the report and note further detail if required; 
• note any key risks for delivery. 


 
Author: Rachel Rooney, Commissioning and Development Manager, 
 North Durham CCG 
 
Sponsor: Mike Brierley, Director of Corporate Programmes Delivery and Operations, 


North Durham CCG 
 
Date: September 2018 
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Collaborative Working Arrangements and Appointment of 
a Single Accountable Officer across Local CCGs 


Background 
 
The five CCGs in Durham and Tees Valley – NHS Darlington CCG, NHS Durham 
Dales, Easington and Sedgefield CCG, NHS Hartlepool and Stockton-on-Tees CCG, 
NHS North Durham CCG and NHS South Tees CCG – have been moving towards 
working more collaboratively since early in 2018. 
 
The key aims of which include:  
 


• Strengthening commissioning capacity and leadership by combining existing 
CCG skills and resources to enable the delivery of ambitious transformational 
programmes. 


 
• Responding to the Five Year Forward View which describes a number of 


organisational models where financial and clinical risks are shared across 
providers.  


 
• Meeting the agenda for change - NHS England has communicated a clear 


policy position for all CCGs to consider closer partnership working.  
 


The CCGs believe that combining existing CCG skills and resources will strengthen 
our commissioning capacity and capability to deliver our ambitious transformational 
programme and support shared responsibility; will support delivery of the Strategic 
Transformation Partnership (STP) plan and emerging Integrated Care Partnership 
working as key system leaders within a complex health and care system, with 
greater potential for influence locally, regionally and nationally; and will free up 
capacity to focus on the delivery of placed based work in our local communities. 


 
Single Accountable Officer 
In July the Governing Bodies of the five CCGs approved a recommendation to have 
a joint leadership and management team with a single Accountable Officer for all five 
CCGs. This is consistent with national and local aspirations to increase partnership 
working between healthcare organisations and a number of CCGs around the 
country have already moved to this way of working. 


Further to this decision an appointment process has been undertaken and Dr Neil 
O’Brien (currently Chief Clinical Officer for North Durham CCG) was appointed 







Accountable Officer Designate for Darlington, Durham Dales, Easington and 
Sedgefield, Hartlepool and Stockton-on-Tees, North Durham and South Tees CCGs 
on 6th September 2018. In line with national legislation and policy, the Chief 
Executive of NHS England is required to confirm this appointment and we expect this 
to happen within the next 3 weeks. 


Current Chief Officer arrangements will remain in place until that time.  


Next Steps 
The model for the joint leadership and management team that will support the single 
Accountable Officer will be developed over the next several weeks and we expect 
the transition to this model will be complete by April 2019. Neil’s role will continue to 
be supported by a number of very senior executives and clinicians currently working 
within local systems.  


Nicola Bailey the current Chief Operating Officer working with Neil will remain in that 
role working across a broader geographical area. 


Dr Stewart Findlay will continue to work within the Southern Collaborative aligned to 
County Durham to continue to lead the NHS implementation of the Durham Plan and 
primary care. 


As Ali Wilson retires, Dr Andrea Jones who has been working alongside Ali for the 
last year, will continue in a senior clinical leadership role and support Neil in the 
Darlington and Hartlepool and Stockton-on –Tees area during the transition.  


Amanda Hume of South Tees CCG has been appointed to an Executive Lead role 
for System Transformation and Strategic Commissioning within the newly forming 
Integrated Care System. 


The CCGs recognise that the local dynamic is very important and we remain rooted 
in our local populations, with commissioning based upon their needs. The CCG’s will 
remain as separate statutory organisations and will retain outward-facing place-
based teams and local decision making.  


Current local working arrangements and relationships will continue, including shared 
arrangements and joint posts with local authorities where agreed. 


Regular communication will continue over the coming months as we transition to the 
new arrangements. 


End. 
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Dear David and Jonathan, 
 


 


Re: NHS England proposals for the reconfiguration of Vascular Services 
(North East) 
 
 


Thank you for your letter dated 31st July setting out the points for discussion from the 
Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield CCG and North Durham CCG. 
 
As you set out in your letter this is a complex programme to reconfigure vascular 
services across the North East, based on independent clinical evidence. 
 
In June 2014 the Northern England Strategic Clinical Network, who provides 
targeted health system support to improve health outcomes for patients and reduce 
unwarranted variation of patient care, published ‘North East Vascular Services - 
Case for Change’.  
 
This strategic review concluded that the North East vascular service should be re-
configured to a maximum of three vascular hubs. Centralising services enables 
clinicians to work together to gain the best possible experience in providing care to 
patients.  
 
Following on from this County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust and 
City Hospitals Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust requested an independent clinical 
review, which was carried out by the Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland in 
2015. 
 


Dr David Smart 
North Durham CCG 
Clinical Chair North Durham CCG 
The Lavender Centre  
Pelton  
Chester-le-Street 
DH2 1HS 
 
Dr Jonathan Smith  
Durham Dales, Easington and 
Sedgefield CCG,  
Clinical Chair DDES CCG 
Sedgefield Community Hospital 
Salters Lane 
Sedgefield  
TS21 3EE 
 
 


Specialised Commissioning  
NHS England 
Waterfront 4 


Goldcrest Way  
Newburn  


NE15 8NY  
 
 


0113 825 1061 
Penelope.gray@nhs.net 


 
Thursday 23rd August 2018 
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This clinical review also advised that there is a strong case to remodel vascular 
services in the North East and that there is only sufficient specialised vascular 
activity and vascular clinicians to support three centres. It recommends that full 
vascular services should be delivered from three centres - in Middlesbrough, 
Newcastle and Sunderland.  
 
The recommendation means that around ten patients a week, who live in County 
Durham, would have their vascular surgery done at Sunderland Royal Hospital 
instead of University Hospital of North Durham. Around two patients a week, who live 
in Darlington and surrounding areas, would have this surgery at James Cook 
University Hospital, due to the hospital being closer to where they live. 
 
University Hospital of North Durham should continue to see around 3,600 patients a 
year for vascular outpatient appointments. Treatment of varicose veins would also 
remain in Durham.  We would therefore expect to see no changes to the services 
commissioned by the CCG for your population. 
  
I have set out a response to your queries below:  
 


1. Confirmation of draft NICE guidance will be considered and implemented in 


the proposed vascular hub. 


The draft NICE guidance has been discussed in detail at the Vascular Partnership 
Board, which is made up of clinical and management representatives from South 
Tees Hospitals NHS Trust, City Hospitals Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust and 
County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust, and also includes NHS 
England and CCG commissioners. 
 
Commissioners have been given assurance that the proposed arterial vascular 
centre will be compliant with final NICE guidance.  This will form part of the NHS 
England quality assurance processes within the contract. 
 
As requested I have set out below the updated elective and non-elective AAA activity 
for both trusts for 2017-18 which is from the National Vascular Registry 
 


 Elective Non-Elective Total 


City Hospitals Sunderland 29 6 35 


County Durham and 
Darlington 


41 24 65 


 
2. Travel times 


As you have noted the travel distance to James Cook Hospital and City Hospitals 
Sunderland would for some patients be greater than 1 hour.  However you also 
acknowledge that depending on the condition of the patient the improved outcome 
for being treated at a specialised centre could deteriorate if there was a long travel 
distance involved. 
 
The impact on travel has been raised at the Durham Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee.   In response to this the specialised commissioning team are further 
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exploring travel and access times for the Durham, Darlington, Easington and 
Sedgefield populations.  We have also asked clinical representatives on the Vascular 
Partnership Board to review clinical evidence in relation to outcomes for those 
patients treated at a specialised centre but which may involve further travel.  Julie 
Turner, the senior service specialist in specialised commissioning, has also been in 
discussion with Michael Houghton from North Durham CCG and the North East 
Ambulance Service about the travel impact.  I would be happy to share the progress 
of this work later in September. 
 
High level  analysis based on the 2017-18 data,  looking at the post codes that fall 
out of the 1 hour travel time for the at risk population shows that last year there were 
zero Abdominal Aortic Aneurism (AAA)  cases requiring emergency transport from 
those areas. 
 


3. Impact on theatre capacity, vascular surgeons and associated support 


Sunderland has been recommended as the third vascular centre in the North East as 
it already has the physical infrastructure in place, including theatre capacity and a 
new emergency department and an intensive care unit with sufficient bed capacity. It 
also has a state-of-the-art imaging hub which is key for interventional radiology, 
which uses a range of minimally invasive treatments that diagnose or treat vascular 
diseases, for example, the use of stents. 
 
City Hospitals Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust also provides a number of related 
speciality services, which vascular patients often need, such as cardiology care, 
which deals with disorders of the heart and parts of the circulatory system, and renal 
care, which treats kidney disorders.  
 
Locating these specialist services together at Sunderland Royal Hospital would 
provide patients with the best possible care when they need it. It would also improve 
the overall sustainability of the vascular service and aid recruitment, while minimising 
any potential gaps in rotas and fragility within a service which is under increasing 
pressure.  
 
Vascular surgeons from University Hospital North Durham (UHND) will undertake 
vascular surgery as part of the rota at Sunderland.  However they will continue to 
see Durham patients at UNHD and we do not expect there to be any impact upon 
other surgical roles undertaken by vascular surgeons at UNHD. 
 
The reconfiguration has support of all organisations and clinicians who have been 
actively involved with NHS England the CCGs through the Vascular Partnership 
Board.  We will continue to discuss with the Trusts involved about how best to 
implement the proposed changes.  Both Phil Davey, Consultant Vascular Surgeon 
and Clinical Lead for County Durham and Darlington Foundation Trust and Paul 
Dunlop, Consultant Vascular Surgeon and Clinical Lead for City Hospitals 
Sunderland would be happy to come along to a meeting of your joint governing body 
to provide an update on the proposed clinical model and next steps (subject to diary 
availability). 
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Yours sincerely, 
 
Penny Gray 


 
 
Assistant Director 
Specialised Commissioning 
North East and North Cumbria 


 
CC: Robert Cornall, Regional Director, NHSE Specialised Commissioning 
Julie Turner, Senior Service Specialist, NHSE Specialised Commissioning, North East & 
Cumbria  
Michael Houghton, Director of Commissioning and Development, North Durham CCG  
Nicola Bailey, Chief Operating Officer, North Durham CCG and DDES CCG  
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Corporate Status UPDATE Enablers Status UPDATE


OD Plan


OD plan has been updated and goes to EiC for approval in September then GB.  Corporate team development should 


conclude by October/November which will help to strengthen our collaborative approach to corporate services delivery 


and will give people an opportunity to work together more often.
Estates


TEWV Autism Assessment service went live on 1st August at SPCC. Work continues to assess the potential for further 


property disposals. Sedgefield Hospital – further updates have been requested from NHSPS.  Shotley Bridge Project – 


PRGs will be updated shortly on project progress as well as OSC in September.


Governance


The IG policies and strategies for each CCG have been updated in line with GDPR requirements and will be presented to 


EIC on 28 August 2018. 


The CCG Information Asset Registers are under development and will be presented to a future EIC for approval.


Digital


MIG Sharing Agreements need to be renewed by all practices.  Currently 3 North Durham Practices are having issues 


which are being addressed.  All DDES practices have now signed the agreements


IAF


IAF updates will be prepared in September for submission to GB for approval by November.  This will outline how North 


Durham and DDES CCG’s are performing against other providers and the national averages. HR


David Smart has recently been re-appointed as Clinical Chair for North Durham CCG with an extension to his existing term 


of 1 year, commencing 1st October.  Council of Members voted unanimously to have David re-appointed


Risk


Risks continue to be monitored by their owners.  


There is one corporate risk relating to the achievement of constitutional standards.  The score relating to the risk in 


achievement of financial balance has been reduced to amber but continues to be closely monitored.
Comms


Ongoing support to PCS project, Ongoing support to Rheumatology project, Developing comms and engagement support to 


Breast Services project (across 5 D, D&T CCGs), GB development session – social media, Support to mental health/LD 


ACP across 5 CCGs, Progress updating and launch of new ND website


PPCE


Rheumatology engagement launched through trust partners 


MH attended PRG meetings for both CCGs to discuss Secondary Care issues NECS


No update received


OVERALL OVERALL


Planning & 


Performance
Status UPDATE Quality Status UPDATE


Finance


2017/18 planned surplus delivered.  Balanced financial plan agreed for 2018/19 with no significant issues identified to date.


HCAI


No Update


QIPP


First QIPP report using standardised format submitted to EIC with schemes on track. New Director led Joint Programme 


Board established with CDDFT to oversee joint work plan, focused on 6 specialities with significant operational pressures Care Homes


There are two care  homes and one supported living establishment at executive strategy  working to action plans .Meetings 


are held to monitor completion of action plans


Planning


N/A


Primary Care


Number of ND and DDES practices with 4 or more red indicators on the latest NHS England (North East & Cumbria) 


primary care assurance data received: 5 ND and 4 DDES. NHSE Primary Care Webtool - DDES & ND practices are 


above both the national and north averages 


Performance


Red ratings for A&E waits and cancer 62 days.  New ambulance response standards reported from April 2018 with NEAS 


reporting good performance overall.  Full details in performance report. Learning 


Disabilities


No Update


OVERALL SEND


No Update


KEY
Secondary 


Care


TEWV are showing as slightly above the national expected standard for DTOC: Rate per occupied bed days at 4.8% 


against and expected target of 3.5%. TEWV are not showing as outliers in any other area on the latest NHS Dashboard.


Safeguarding 


10 Serious Case Reviews Durham., 2 New Cases Referred, 2 Serious case Review Out of Area (Durham),  MAPPA 


Serious Case Review Durham., 2 Complex Abuse Cases. 9th July to 30th July 2018 JTAI inspection.


No rating but letter of findings will identify strengths and areas for development.. Publication expected 24th Aug


Meds 


Optimisation


No Update


CHC


Adult CHC PHB numbers: North Durham 33, DDES 53


Awaiting further guidance in relation to PHB/LTC, e.g. what CCG’s will and won’t fund. 


Overall


CCG DELIVERY DASHBOARD (as at 31 August)


Outer circle denotes current RAG status


Inner arrow denotes previously reported RAG status, plus direction of travel  (< worse; > improving)








 
 


 
 


 
 
 


Meeting date: 18 September 2018 
Item No: GBiC/18/129  


GOVERNING BODIES IN COMMON 
DDES CCG AND NORTH DURHAM CCG 


 
Title of report: Single Accountable Officer arrangement for 


NHS Darlington CCG,  
NHS Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield (DDES) CCG,  
NHS Hartlepool and Stockton-on-Tees CCG,  
NHS North Durham CCG and NHS South Tees CCG 
 


Author of report: Jill Matthewson, Head of Corporate Services,  
North Durham CCG 
 


Sponsor Director: Dr David Smart, Clinical Chair, North Durham Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG) 
Dr Jonathan Smith, Clinical Chair, Durham Dales, Easington 
and Sedgefield (DDES) CCG 
 


Date of report: September 2018 
 


Name of person presenting 
the report at the meeting: 
 


Dr David Smart, Clinical Chair, North Durham CCG  
Dr Jonathan Smith, Clinical Chair, DDES CCG  
 


Reason for report:   ‘’ 
please tick relevant category 
 


 Information only  
 Development / Discussion 
 Decision / Action   
  


Recommendations:  
(i.e. action being sought 
from the meeting) 
 


Governing Bodies are asked to: 
 note that Dr Neil O’Brien, currently Clinical Chief Officer of 


North Durham CCG, has been appointed as the 
Accountable Officer Designate for the five CCGs – NHS 
Darlington CCG, NHS Durham Dales, Easington and 
Sedgefield (DDES) CCG, NHS Hartlepool and Stockton-on-
Tees CCG, NHS North Durham CCG and NHS South Tees 
CCG, 


 note that in line with national legislation and policy, the 
Chief Executive of NHS England is required to confirm this 
appointment, 


 note that all staff have been informed of the appointment 
and that a stakeholder briefing has been sent to the 
stakeholders of each of the five CCGs. 


  
Report status:  ‘’ please 
indicate relevant category  
 
 


 Official   
 Official Sensitive: Commercial       
 Official Sensitive:  Personal  
 


 


Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield Clinical Commissioning Group 
North Durham Clinical Commissioning Group 


 


 
 







 
 
 


Is this report confidential? 
please delete as appropriate 
 


No 
 


Procurement Conflict of 
Interest completed and 
attached: 
please delete as appropriate 


Not applicable 
 


CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
 


THIS SECTION MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE REPORT 
AUTHOR / SPONSOR DIRECTOR 
 


Are any members of the 
meeting likely to have a 
conflict of interest for this 
agenda item: 


No   
 
 


Who is conflicted and why – 
please give the name(s) of all 
conflicted members? 
 


Not applicable 
 


Are the conflicted members 
detailed above allowed to 
receive this paper and attend 
the meeting? 


Not applicable 
 


If Yes - what is the action to 
be taken at the meeting as a 
consequence of the conflict? 
 


Not applicable 
 


 
Purpose of the report and 
summary of key issues: 
 
 


The purpose of the report is provide an update with regard to 
the appointment of a single Accountable Officer. 
 
At a development session, held in common on 11 July 2018, 
the Governing Bodies of the five CCGs considered the case for 
change and potential options with regard to the leadership and 
management arrangements for the five CCGs –  
 Darlington CCG,  
 Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield (DDES) CCG,  
 Hartlepool and Stockton-on-Tees CCG,  
 North Durham CCG, and  
 South Tees CCG 
 
Subsequently at the confidential meeting of the Governing 
Bodies held on 17 July 2018, following careful consideration of 
an options paper, it was agreed to develop a joint leadership 
and management arrangement within the Integrated Care 
Partnership (ICP) geography (five CCGs with alignment of 
Hambleton, Richmondshire and Whitby CCG) with a single 
Accountable Officer supported by a joint management team. 
 
Following the decision to have a single Accountable Officer, a 
formal selection process has been undertaken.  Dr Neil 
O’Brien, currently Clinical Chief Officer for North Durham CCG, 
has been appointed as the Accountable Officer Designate for 
the five CCGs.  In line with national legislation and policy, the 
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Chief Executive of NHS England is required to confirm this 
appointment and we expect this to happen within the next three 
weeks. 
 
Stewart Findlay, currently Chief Clinical Officer of DDES CCG, 
will continue to work within the Southern Collaborative, aligned 
to County Durham, to continue to lead the NHS implementation 
of the Durham Plan and primary care. 
 
Nicola Bailey, currently the Chief Operating Officer working 
across both DDES CCG and North Durham CCG, will remain in 
that role working across a broader geographical area. 
 
Attached for information is a copy of the stakeholder briefing 
that each of the five CCGs has sent to their stakeholders with a 
similar briefing having been sent to all CCG staff and North of 
England Commissioning Support (NECS) aligned staff. 
 


 
Consultation and other 
approval routes (including 
outcomes): 
 
 


Meeting/route 
Governing Bodies in 
Common 
 


Date  
18.9.18 


Outcome 
 
 


 
Supporting documents/ 
Appendices: 


 Stakeholder briefing 
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Impact Assessment and Risk Management Issues 
Consideration given and action taken in this report relating to impact assessment and risk 
management issues is detailed below: 
 


() tick as 
appropriate 


Impact area 


 Does this report identify a risk for the CCG? 
 No. 
 Does this report impact on the environment/sustainability of the CCG? 
 No. 
 Does this report have legal implications? 
 No. 
 Are there any resource implications – finance and/or staffing as a result of 


this report? 
 The salary for the single Accountable Officer will be recharged on a proportional 


basis across the five CCGs which will result in efficiency savings. 
 Has this report taken into account equality and diversity?  
 No. 
 Does this report impact on Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention 


(QIPP)? 
 The appointment of a single Accountable Officer across five CCGs will result in 


financial efficiencies which will be offset the need to achieve management cost 
savings. 


 Has there been any consultation/engagement (patient, public, stakeholder, 
clinical) with regard to the content of the report? 


 No but communications about the appointment of a single Accountable Officer 
has been sent to the stakeholders of each of the five CCGs. 


 Are there any clinical quality/patient safety issues identified in this report? 
 No. 
 Does this report impact on any information governance issues? 
 No. 
 Other implications 
 None identified. 
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Meeting date: 18 September 2018 
Item No: GBiC/18/130 


 


GOVERNING BODIES IN COMMON 
DDES CCG AND NORTH DURHAM CCG  


 
Title of report: Summary of Complaint Activity for Clinical Commissioning 


Groups, 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018 
 


Author of report: Katharine Humby, Senior Clinical Quality Officer (Complaints), 
North East Commissioning Support (NECS) 


Sponsor Director: Gill Findley, Director of Nursing, Durham Dales, Easington and 
Sedgefield (DDES) Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and 
North Durham CCG  


Date of report: September 2018 
Name of person presenting 
the report at the meeting: 
 


Gill Findley, Director of Nursing, DDES CCG and North Durham 
CCG 


Reason for report:   ‘’ 
please tick relevant category 
 


 Information only  
 Development / Discussion 
 Decision / Action   
  


Recommendations:  
(i.e. action being sought 
from the meeting) 
 


Governing Bodies are asked to: 
 accept the report for information purposes. 
 


Report status:  ‘’ please 
indicate relevant category  
 
 


 Official           
 Official Sensitive: Commercial       
 Official Sensitive:  Personal  
 


Is this report confidential? 
please delete as appropriate 


No   
  


Procurement Conflict of 
Interest completed and 
attached: 
please delete as appropriate 


Not applicable 
 


CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
 


None 


Are any members of the 
meeting likely to have a 
conflict of interest for this 
agenda item: 
 


No 
 
 


Who is conflicted and why – 
please give the name(s) of all 
conflicted members? 
 


Not applicable 
 


 


Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield Clinical Commissioning Group 
North Durham Clinical Commissioning Group 


 


 
 







 
 


Are the conflicted members 
detailed above allowed to 
receive this paper and attend 
the meeting? 
 


Not applicable 
 


If Yes - what is the action to 
be taken at the meeting as a 
consequence of the conflict? 
 


Not applicable 
 


 
Purpose of the report and 
summary of key issues: 
 
 


The purpose of this report is to provide assurances that the 
CCGs have fulfilled their statutory responsibilities with regard to 
complaints management. The report also provides an overview 
of the issues raised in complaints/concerns during the year 
along with examples of internal and outward facing 
improvements to the complaints process. 
 
NHS Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield (DDES) CCG 
The North of England Commissioning Support (NECS) 
Complaints Team handled a total of 668 cases during the 
reporting period across all CCGs; 28 of these related to 
NHS DDES CCG compared to 23 in the previous year. 
 
15 of the CCG cases were handled under the NHS complaints 
procedure and all were acknowledged by the NECS Complaints 
Team within the target timescale of 3 working days. 
 
The main theme of CCG cases was Continuing Health Care 
decisions and processes (14 cases, compared to 14 in 
2016/17). 
 
60% of the CCG-led formal complaints which were closed in 
the year were either upheld or partially upheld and a 
number of improvements were introduced in response to 
complaint investigations; these are summarised within the 
report. 
 
No complaints relating to NHS DDES CCG were investigated 
during the year by the Parliamentary and Health Services 
Ombudsman (PHSO). 
 
NHS North Durham CCG 
The NECS Complaints Team handled a total of 668 cases 
during the reporting period across all CCGs; 23 of these related 
to NHS North Durham CCG compared to 44 in the previous 
year. 
 
10 of the CCG cases were handled under the NHS 
complaints procedure and all were acknowledged by 
the NECS Complaints Team within the target 
timescale of 3 working days. 
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The main themes of CCG cases were: Continuing Health 
Care decisions and processes (7 cases, compared to 27 in 
the previous year), patient transport eligibility 
criteria/booking process (7 cases, compared to 3 in the 
previous year) and challenges to individual funding request 
(IFR) decisions. 
 
58% of the CCG-led formal complaints which were closed 
in the year were either upheld or partially upheld and a 
number of improvements were introduced in response to 
complaint investigations; these are summarised within the 
report. 
 
One CCG complaint was investigated during the year by 
the Parliamentary and Health Services Ombudsman 
(PHSO); the final outcome of the investigation remained 
awaited as at 31 March 2018. 
 


 
 
 
Consultation and other 
approval routes (including 
outcomes): 
 
 


Meeting/route 
Joint Quality Committee 
 
Executives in Common 
 
Governing Bodies in 
Common 


Date 
3.7.18 
 
28.8.18 
 
18.9.18 


Outcome 
Approved 
 
Approved 


 
Supporting documents/ 
Appendices: 


Summary of Complaint Activity for Clinical Commissioning 
Groups, 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018 
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Impact Assessment and Risk Management Issues 
Consideration given and action taken in this report relating to impact assessment and risk 
management issues is detailed below: 
 
 


() tick as 
appropriate 


Impact area 


 Does this report identify a risk for the CCG? 
 No. 
 Does this report impact on the environment/sustainability of the CCG? 
 No. 
 Does this report have legal implications? 
 No. 
 Are there any resource implications – finance and/or staffing as a result of 


this report? 
 No. 
 Has this report taken into account equality and diversity?  
 No. 
 Does this report impact on Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention 


(QIPP)? 
 No. 
 Has there been any consultation/engagement (patient, public, stakeholder, 


clinical) with regard to the content of the report? 
 No. 


 Are there any clinical quality/patient safety issues identified in this report? 
 This report contains data on patient safety and patient experience of services 


relating to NHS North Durham and NHS DDES CCG patients. 
 Does this report impact on any information governance issues? 
 No. 
 Other implications 
 None identified. 
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 APPENDIX 3: ND/DDES CCG’s DELIVERY PLAN, 2018-19 - EXCEPTION REPORT FOR AUGUST 2018 


 


 


MH - IMP - CRISIS CONVEYING, 2018-19 Workstream Mental Health / Learning Disabilities


Project status Green Decision tree score 6 Workstream lead Alison Ayres


Risk of project delay Risk of slippage QIPP project ??? Clinical lead TBC


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
1


Project lead Steven Bramwell


Milestones awaiting decision 1 Delivery lead Alison Ayres


Monthly update Procurement - all going to plan. Some last min questions/errors in question for procurement but resolved quickly. Procurement officer 


changed but this shouldn’t impact on the work 


Monthly exception Not applicable


Risk of delay Not applicable


Planned next actions contiune to monitor procurement. Update the MH crisis concordat.


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting 0


Extreme/high risks REFER TO RISK REPORT


Other information Not applicable


MH - REV - CRISIS PATHWAY, 2018-19 Workstream Mental Health / Learning Disabilities


Project status Amber Decision tree score 7 Workstream lead Kate Harrington


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project NO Clinical lead No Clinical Lead


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Anita Porter


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead Anita Porter


Monthly update Review report nearing completion but delayed as it has taken longer to write the report than envisaged. Planning for the ACP wide 


workshop has continued, draft format to be circulated, venue provisionally booked, diary dates issued and proposed invite list 


developed. First planning meeting held and next one due 6th September. 


Monthly exception 


report


Review report nearing completion but delayed as it has taken longer to write the report than envisaged. 


Risk of delay 0


Planned next actions Take review report to CCG Executives. Continue planning for ACP wide Workshop in October including requesting funding approval and 


agreement to event format. 


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable







 


 


MH - IMP - FAMILIAR FACES, 2018-19 Workstream Mental Health / Learning Disabilities


Project status Amber Decision tree score 7 Workstream lead Steven Bramwell


Risk of project delay Low QIPP project ??? Clinical lead Dr Helen Cooke


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Steven Bramwell


Milestones awaiting decision 1 Delivery lead Steven Bramwell


Monthly update TEWV , Police and some vol sec contiune to meet to discuss cases but no regional or wider data share agreement in place. Contiunes to 


be an issue in several areas of work. STP are looking at this as are the networks and AHSN; nationally some good practice starting to 


show but limited.


Monthly exception Meetings completed, Project Health returned to Green.


Risk of delay Not applicable


Planned next actions Contiune as planned; people are meeting and cases being dsicussed but need to scale it up. Working with networks, ahsn and others to 


look at this as regional (not local) work. Also aware AHSN money may become available soon to support.


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting 24/01/18; Dr Helen Cooke has resigned as Clinical Lead for Mental Health.  Awaiting Decision regarding new clinical lead.


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable







 


 


 


MH - IMP - HIGH INTENSITY USERS, 2018-19 Workstream Integration / Not in Hospital


Project status Amber Decision tree score 7 Workstream lead Gill Smith


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project YES Clinical lead <write in>


Slipped milestones 1 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Nicole Theobald


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead <write in>


Monthly update Draft DSA has been circulated to relevant parties by NECS IG team.  The DSA is still not agreed, however negotiations are underway 


between NEAS and DCC with a separate DSA which looks likely to be agreed imminently.  


Continued delay with DSA is likely to impact upon planned savings - however until the initial evaluation is done it is dificult to quantify 


potential impact.  Savings were expected in August - no information available yet.


Awaiting confirmation that data has been submitted before evaluation can be considered, but main questions have been agreed.  Due Monthly exception Project now amber due to continued delay in getting DSA agreed.


Risk of delay 


commentary


Project had slipped from initial timescale.  Project plan has been revised with new target dates.  Aim for service to go live 1st May 2018.


Has achieved revised timescale.


Planned next actions DSA to be agreed


Slipped milestones Data sharing agreement still in progress.  IG Team NECS is the lead for this and has confirmed that it should be completed by 6 Aug.  At 


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


MH - DEV - IAPT MODEL, 2018-19 Workstream Mental Health / Learning Disabilities


Project status Amber Decision tree score 4 Workstream lead Kate Harrington


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project NO Clinical lead No Clinical Lead


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Jo Heaney 


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead Anita Porter


Monthly update Awaiting finalisation of documentation and permission to go out to tender. Revised timetable drafted by Procurement and being 


managed through Collaborative Working Group. 


Monthly exception Project health remains at Amber until final amendments to procurement time line agreed.


Risk of delay 0


Planned next actions Anticipate agreement to final procurement strategy and publication of tender documents. 


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable







 


 


 


MH - DEV - IAPT SPA, 2018-19 Workstream Mental Health / Learning Disabilities


Project status Red Decision tree score 4 Workstream lead Kate Harrington 


Risk of project delay Project slipped QIPP project ??? Clinical lead No Clinical Lead


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
2


Project lead Vicky Phelps


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead Anita Porter 


Monthly update Provider Management continue to monitor implementation of agreed actions with a view to improving performance through 


fortnightly calls and monthly contract meetings. A follow up Intensive Support Team visit has been arranged for 5th October. 


Monthly exception 


report


Project Health is actually Red. Provider Management continue to work proactively with TEWV to improve productiveity, use of clinical 


time and overall timeliness of service. Recent meetings undertaken by Project Sponsor with NHS England. Follow up Intensive Support 


Team visit in the process of being planned. 


Risk of delay Risk of slippage should read 'slipped'. 


Planned next actions Provider Management will continue to monitor implementation of agreed actions with a view to improving performance through 


fortnightly calls and monthly contract meetings. A follow up Intensive Support Team visit has been arranged for 5th October.


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks REFER TO RISK REPORT


Other information Not applicable


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks REFER TO RISK REPORT


Other information Not applicable


Mental Health / Learning DisabilitiesWorkstreamCH - IMP - C&YP SOC EMOT & W BEING P WAY, 2018-19


Project status Amber Decision tree score 3 Workstream lead Alison Ayres


Risk of project delay Low QIPP project NO Clinical lead Helen Cooke


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
1


Project lead Steven Bramwell


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead


Planned next actions need to develop the network sessions, SB to discuss with TEWV and the LA how their meeting went and next steps. Also need to look 


for level 1/2/3 courses and what the offer is.


Michelle Hagger


Monthly update Work contiunes with workforce - aug meeting stood down as other meetings need to happen prior to us meeting again. Anna Freud 


sessions happening next month and been invited to take part in national evaluation of this work.


Monthly exception Slipping PH leading 


Risk of delay Not applicable







 


 


 


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


Monthly update Meeting with CDDFT 5th september to look at result of voices survey and look at next steps


Monthly exception Not applicable


Risk of delay <write in>


Planned next actions attend meeting on 5th september


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Clinical lead TBC


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead David Hand


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead David Hand


AD - IMP - CARERS DIARY, 2018-19 Workstream End of Life


Project status Green Decision tree score 1 Workstream lead <write in>


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project ???







 


 


 


0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Lyndsey Jones-George


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead 0


Monthly update Meet with the service lead for Colorectal and agreed a way forward after splitting Gastro from Colorectal. 


Monthly exception Not applicable


Risk of delay <write in>


Planned next actions To attend the Colorectal meetings with the Trust and take forward actions. 


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


AD - SCO - GASTRO AND COLORECTAL, 2018-19 Workstream Planned Care / In hospital


Project status Green Decision tree score 0 Workstream lead <write in>


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project ??? Clinical lead <write in>


Slipped milestones


AD - SCO - OPHTHALMOLOGY, 2018-19 Workstream Rightcare / QIPP 


Project status Amber Decision tree score 0 Workstream lead Sarah Burns


Risk of project delay Risk of slippage QIPP project YES Clinical lead Dr James Carlton


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
1


Project lead Mathew Thomas


Milestones awaiting decision 2 Delivery lead TBC


Monthly update A meeting is scheduled for 20th August 18 for a further update with their workforce situation.  Work has progressed to look at the DRY 


AMD pathway with CDDFT extracting and sharing activity from the Medisoft system.  


Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay Not applicable


Planned next actions Continue to progress the initiatives


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting <write in>


Extreme/high risks REFER TO RISK REPORT


Other information Not applicable







 


 


 


AD - IMP - OPTOMETRY LEVEL 2 & 3 LRSG, 2018-19 Workstream <Select>


Project status Amber Decision tree score 0 Workstream lead Sarah Burns


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project YES Clinical lead Dr Carlton


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Matthew Thomas


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead Jackie Storey


Monthly update CDDFT have given a commitment to provide consultant supervisory support, we continue to work through these issues with the trust to 


develop a community model.  


Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay <write in>


Planned next actions Continue to progress this project


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


AD - IMP - OPTOMETRY - LOW RISK OHT, 2018-19 Workstream Rightcare / QIPP 


Project status Amber Decision tree score 0 Workstream lead Sarah Burns


Risk of project delay Low QIPP project YES Clinical lead Dr James Carlton


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Matthew Thomas


Milestones awaiting decision 4 Delivery lead <Write in>


Monthly update The service is running well and all patients repatriated to the service have received their letter to attend their chosen optical practice.    


A meeting took place with South Tees NHS FT 18th July 18 to progress the glaucoma register cleanse for DDES and Darlington patients Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay Not applicable


Planned next actions Continue to work with FTs and community provider


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting <write in>


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable







 


 


Monthly update There is no update on backlog for August. An advert for a consultant is about to go live, the post will be based in Darlington with 


outreach clinics in Durham. The adverts for the 8a Pharmacist and band 5 pharmacist technician need some amendment and will then 


go out.


QE Gateshead have highlighted some issues with North Durham & DDES patients. The issues include lack of information for early 


inflammatory arthritis and incomplete screening, issues with the difference in shared care / DMARD monitoring between areas resulting 


in QE Gateshead having to implement an additional DMARD monitoring clinic for North Durham & DDES patients and a lot of referrals 


to confirm diagnosis of fibromyalgia. QE Gateshead could potentially close the DoS for out of area referrals for fibromyalgia. 


Newcastle Gateshead CCG have a new community service and Durham and DDES patients can no longer access the allied health 


professionals, there have been some problems with discharging patients back to practices to refer on to podiatry, physio, OT as GPs 


feel QE should be making the referral. We are looking at the pathways to see what we can do to resolve these issues with provider 


management and MO colleagues as well as our clinical lead..


Monthly exception 


report


Whilst CDDFT remain optimistic in recruitment of substantive rheumatologist posts;  CCGs need to be assured that that Trust has a 


clear place to safely manage the backlog of patients within a specified timescale and to allow commissioners to take a formal view. 


Capacity & demand plan request from the Trust.


Scope of project was initally to develop joint QIPP plan; now needs to address pressures, particularly in UHND and explore a more 


sustainable collaborative service model subject to agreed manadate to take forward. 
Risk of delay 


commentary


Business case for homecare submitted to commissioners  No capacity for more homecare until current situation resolved - CDDFT 


awaiting response (escalated).


Regional work on PbR excluded drugs - proposal for local incentive scheme includes cost effective dispensing routes.  Potentially 


superseding information provided by FT (scope to liaise with Michele Cossey NHSE). 
Planned next actions Follow up actions around the issues that QE Gateshead have identified.


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


Project status Amber Decision tree score 3 Workstream lead Pat Wright


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project ??? Clinical lead Matt Bridges


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Catherine Findlay


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead Liz Garnett


AD - REV - RHEUMATOLOGY, 2018-19 Workstream Demand management







 


 


 


Monthly update Following meeting in late July, various process mapping and activity data reviews were agreed to support an options paper/outline 


proposal to be ready by end of September. National guidelines and best practice processes are also being collated. It is anticipated that 


there is considerable variation in pre and post op review process across UHND, DMH and BAH and as such LOS will vary. 


Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay Not applicable


Planned next actions Activity data gathering ongoing, clarification needed on procedures and national best practice rehabilitation tariffs. 


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


Project status Amber Decision tree score 0 Workstream lead Gill Smith


Risk of project delay Low QIPP project YES Clinical lead Pat Wright


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Sarah Lee


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead Sarah Lee


AD - SCO - RIGHTCARE MSK, 2018-19 Workstream Integration / Not in Hospital


Monthly update paper was presented at FRG and feedback was they were happy with this pending clincial sign off and financial information.  Financial 


information has been escalated with the CDDFT and CW has meeting with Jan Panke 15.08.18.  To report back to FRG in september 


2018


Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay Not applicable


Planned next actions to report back to FRG in September 


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


Project status Amber Decision tree score 0 Workstream lead <write in>


Risk of project delay Risk of slippage QIPP project ??? Clinical lead <write in>


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Clair White


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead <write in>


AD - IMP - URGENT TREATMENT CENTRE, 2018-19 Workstream <Select>







 


 


 


AD - IMP - PAIN MMENT PC EDUCATION & TRAINING, 2018-19 Workstream Primary Care


Project status Amber Decision tree score 0 Workstream lead Mike Brierley


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project ??? Clinical lead Phil Le Dune


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Kate Harrington


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead 0


Monthly update Date for North Durham PLT still required.


Monthly exception Work in progress to identify can be done in primary care before referral; resources for primary care uploaded onto CSI.


Risk of delay Still awaiting data/slot to present community pain management pathway at ND CCG PLT.


Planned next actions KH to discuss with Dr Pat Wright.


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


Monthly update NHS commercial  advised the timeline for the Occupational Health procurement has now been revised and the new target date for the 


new contract to be in place is now 1st April 2019 . Continuing to work on refreshed paper for Executives in Common.


Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay <write in>


Planned next actions Continue to compile refreshed paper for Execs in Common.


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Dr Jenny Steel


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Nancy Elliott


Milestones awaiting decision Mike Brierley


Project status Amber Decision tree score 6 Workstream lead Gill Smith


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project NO Clinical lead


Other information Not applicable


Workstream Integration / Not in Hospital


0 Delivery lead


PC - REV - GP CHOICES, 2018-19







 


 


 


PC - DEV - GP RES - VULNERABLE PRACTICES, 2018-19 Workstream Primary Care


Project status Amber Decision tree score 7 Workstream lead TBC


Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay Not applicable


Planned next actions Discuss with DoPC


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable


Risk of project delay Low QIPP project ??? Clinical lead TBC


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Gail Linstead


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead TBC


Monthly update meeting held with Director and Federation lead.  Project not progressing.  A meeting will be arranged with Director of PC. 


PC - DEV - INTERNATIONAL RECRUITMENT, 2018-19 Workstream Primary Care


Project status Amber Decision tree score 3 Workstream lead TBC


Risk of project delay Medium QIPP project N/A Clinical lead TBC


Slipped milestones 0 No. of extreme or high 


organisational risks
0


Project lead Gail Linstead


Milestones awaiting decision 0 Delivery lead TBC


Monthly update Work continues with interested practices to go over the ‘Practice Readiness Assessment Tool’ to gain assurance that when appropriate 


candidates have been identified practices are in a position to be able to take them.   Recruitment is underway however there have been 


issues regarding English Language.  Numbers are slowly filtering through and skype interviews arranged.


Monthly exception <write in>


Risk of delay <write in>


Planned next actions Undertake skype interviews.  Continue to meet with practices in readiness for GPs to commence in post.


Slipped milestones Not applicable


Milestones awaiting Not applicable


Extreme/high risks Not applicable


Other information Not applicable
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 Does this report have legal implications? 
 In relation to the changes to the MCA and the impact for the CCG. 
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this report 
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 Has this report taken into account equality and diversity?  
 Yes. 
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(QIPP) 
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